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Proteus the Shape-shifter

Why did the amazing Proteus Car Company adopt the name? From the God Proteus
comes protean, with the general meaning of "versatile", "mutable", "capable of assuming
many forms": "Protean" has positive connotations of flexibility, versatility and
adaptability. And so it is with Proteus Cars. Despite being known primarily for its
immaculate C Type replicas, the company is on the cusp of adding to its range in 2008
with “the car that Jaguar never built” – the classic C Type Coupe version. After
discussion with fans of the marque as well as dealers at the recent highly successful
Bremen Auto Show, Proteus management (Matt Beverley and Jayne Goddard) have gone
firm on plans to introduce the Coupe at the forthcoming Retro Live Show at Stoneleigh
on the 14th, 15th and 16th of March.

The Coupe is the next logical progression in the development of a range of retro road
models from the golden age of sports car racing. It is a matter of company policy to
gradually augment the C Type and C Type Coupe over the year with the following:

One thing is for sure – Proteus is driving onwards and not resting on the laurels earned
over two decades for production of the impeccable C Type.

Amazingly, at Stoneleigh not only will it be possible to check out the C type and its
Coupe derivative on the Proteus stand but names will be taken for those who wish to
track sample either machine at a date shortly thereafter.
For some, another reason for coming to see Proteus at Stoneleigh is that dealerships are
still being assigned in the territory north of Birmingham and into Scotland. To ensure that
you have a chance to talk with Matt or Jayne please contact them prior to Stoneleigh at:
Matt Beverley Chairman Tel: 00 44 (0) 870 4810 380 Mob/Cell: 00 44 (0) 7912078033
mbeverley@proteuscars.co.uk
Jayne Goddard Managing Director Mobile/Cell 07912078027
jgoddard@proteuscars.co.uk

For further details of Proteus Cars and its schedule of events for 2008, please contact
Matt or Jayne as above or:
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